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Abstract: We present the complete set of vertex, wave function and charge renormalisa-
tion constants in QCD in a general simple gauge group and with the complete dependence
on the covariant gauge parameter  in the minimal subtraction scheme of conventional
dimensional regularisation. Our results conrm all already known results, which were ob-
tained in the Feynman gauge, and allow the extraction of other useful gauges such as the
Landau gauge. We use these results to extract the Landau gauge ve-loop anomalous di-
mensions of the composite operator A2 as well as the Landau gauge scheme independent
gluon, ghost and fermion propagators at ve loops.
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1 Introduction
By explaining both the connement of hadrons as well as the asymptotic freedom of par-
tons observed in highly energetic collisions, QCD is one of the phenomenologically richest,
most predictive and well tested theories of particle and nuclear physics as a whole. Of
fundamental importance for making predictions are the anomalous dimensions (ADs) and
their associated renormalisation constants (RCs). These RCs are indispensable to arrive
at nite predictions for observables, such as cross sections and decay rates which can be
measured at present and future hadron and lepton collider experiments, where QCD ef-
fects play an important role. But the RCs, in particular in Landau gauge, also make up
important ingredients when comparing perturbative with non-perturbative results from
Lattice determinations.
The computation of QCD RCs in dimensional regularisation [1, 2] have a prominent
history, beginning with the Nobel-prize winning discovery of asymptotic freedom in 1973
by Gross, Wilczek and Politzer at one loop [3, 4]. Since then enormous progress has pushed
the current status of the art to ve loops [5{15]. At ve loops the QCD beta function was
rst published for the SU(3) gauge group in [16]. This result was conrmed and extended
to an arbitrary simple gauge group; the highest two powers in the number of fermions were
presented in [17], while the full result was given in [18]. The fermion anomalous mass and
eld dimensions were similarly rst computed for the SU(3) gauge group in [19] and then
extended to an arbitrary gauge group in [20, 21]. The Feynman gauge ghost and fermion
wave function- and vertex- RCs were presented rst for an arbitrary simple gauge group
in [22]. While in dimensional regularisation the beta function is entirely gauge independent,
the same is not true for the vertex and wave function ADs. The Feynman gauge is often
the simplest to work with in practice, nevertheless the Landau gauge often plays a similarly
important role, for instance in comparisons of the momentum dependence of propagators

















An important 1-parameter family of gauges, which includes both the Feynman and
the Landau gauge, are the covariant gauges. Until now not even the linear dependence
on this gauge parameter of the RCs was known at ve loops.1 In this article we address
this issue and provide the full gauge parameter dependence in the covariant gauges, for
an arbitrary simple gauge group at ve loops. This calculation was possible by combining
two extremely powerful approaches. Using the global R-method [33{37], see also [38]
for a review of this technique, the required ve-loop self energy and vertex integrals are
written in terms of tadpole integrals, whose lines are, apart from one single massive line, all
massless. These tadpoles integrals, which can always be factorised into products of four-
loop massless propagator integrals times trivial one-loop tadpole integrals, are subsequently
evaluated with the Forcer program [39{41]. This approach, which is at least an order
of magnitude faster than any of the alternative approaches used so far, such as the local
R-method recently developed in [42], enabled us to compute the full gauge parameter
dependence of the ghost and fermion self energy and ghost-gluon vertex correlator. This
has allowed us to reconstruct the full gauge parameter dependence of all QCD RCs at
ve loops and constitutes the main new result of this work. These results were previously
known only at the four-loop level [22, 43].
The application of the global R-method to this problem was conceptually more chal-
lenging than in the case of the SU(3) gauge group [16]. We were able to solve these
conceptual problems and in addition rened and simplied the global R* method by mak-
ing use of the QCD Ward Identities. We will present the details of this method in a future
publication [44].
This paper is organised as follows. In section 2 we will set up our notations and
conventions. Explicit results will be given for the case of the Landau gauge in section 3.
General gauge results can be found in an ancillary le. We apply these results to obtain
the scheme independent gluon, ghost and fermion propagators as well as the anomalous
dimension (AD) of the composite operator A2 in section 4. We conclude in section 5.
2 Setup














Here the gluon eld strength is dened by
Ga = @A
a
   @Aa + g (A A)a; (AB)a = fabcAbBc; (2.2)
the covariant derivatives are given by
Dab = 
ab@   gfabcAc ; D = @   igAaT aR ; (2.3)
1The linear terms in  were published in ref. [32], which appeared on the same day we submitted this

















and are using the standard Feynman slash notation, e.g. =p = p
. The quark eld  fi ,
with mass mf , transforms in an arbitrary representation R of an arbitrary simple gauge
group G. The gauge elds Aa will be taken in the adjoint representation of the gauge
group G. (TR)
a
ij are the generators in the representation of the fermions and f
abc are the
structure constants of the corresponding Lie algebra. Here ca denote the ghost elds and
L acts as the gauge parameter such that L = 0 corresponds to the Landau gauge, while
L = 1 corresponds to the Feynman gauge.
Supplementing eq. (2.1) with all counterterms necessary to remove possible UV diver-
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   @Aa) (A A)a :
The RC Z2g is expressed through the RCs of the gauge xing parameter L as follows
L;0 = ZL; Z
2g
 = Z3=Z:
The wave-function RCs, Z3; Z2 and Z
c
3, arise in the relations between renormalised and
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p
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Similarly Zm and Zg arise in the relations between bare and renormalised charge and
fermion mass parameters:
g0 = 
Zg g ; m0 = Zmm: (2.6)
The full set of vertex RCs
ZV1 ; V 2 f3g; 4g; ccg;   gg (2.7)
serves to renormalise the three-gluon, four-gluon, ghost-ghost-gluon and quark-quark-gluon
vertex functions respectively. Gauge invariance leads to the Slavnov-Taylor identities
among the RCs:
















To arrive at the complete set of RCs it therefore suces to determine all RCs from the




1 . In the minimal subtraction scheme (MS), the
RCs Zi are pure poles in the dimensional regularization parameter 

























and the coecients z
(k)
i do not depend explicitly on mass scales [45]. These features greatly
simplify the calculation of the RCs, by imposing the niteness condition on the propagators













































while B, ~B, B denote respectively the bare 1PI self energies of the gluon, of the ghost
and of the fermion and  ccgB is the bare ghost-gluon vertex correction. The constant Zm








1 +  		B (g0)

= 0; (2.15)
where  		B (g0) is the loop correction of the vertex of the operator 		. Finally, the RCs
give immediately the ADs that govern the renormalisation group equation of the theory:











Zi =  i Zi; (2.16)










and to the gluon renormalization, respectively








+ ; 3 =  d log(Z3)
d log(2)
: (2.18)
The expansion of eq. (2.16) in powers of  by means of eq. (2.9) gives the relation between








































3 Calculation and results
For the computation of the RCs we employ the global R-method. This method, which has
already been used in many important calculations in multi-loop QCD, see e.g. [19, 43, 46{
48], was also used in the calculation of the 5-loop QCD RCs for the SU(3) gauge group
in [16]. Generally the global R method relies on a global infrared rearrangement of a
correlator by inserting a mass M into one or two propagators attached to one of the external
vertices. Subsequently the correlator is expanded around the limit M !1, or equivalently
the limit of vanishing external momenta. In this way the 5-loop correlator becomes a \one-
mass-tadpole", which can be evaluated as a product of a 4-loop massless propagator integral
times a trivial 1-loop tadpole. This makes it possible to use the FORCER program [39] in
order to eciently perform the reduction to Master integrals.
To extract the correct RCs from \one-mass-tadpole" correlators does however require
a subtle derivation of global renormalisation counterterms. While the application of the
global R method is comparably straightforward for fermion or ghost vertices and self
energies, extra complications arise for the gluon propagator. These complications emerge
from the fact that the type of the external gluon vertex can be any of the four QCD
vertices in eq. (2.7), rather than just a single type in the case of external fermion or
ghost vertices. This leads in particular to the phenomenon of operator mixing under
renormalisation and further demands the introduction of new (renormalisable) operators
into the QCD Lagrangian.
To extend the global R-method to a general gauge group required the introduction
of yet new 4-gluon operators (whose color structures could not appear in the SU(3) case)
for the construction of the global renormalisation counterterms. To obtain the results
presented in this article, we have both extended and rened the global R method in order
to deal with these extra complications. Since the details of the method are rather subtle,
we will present them in a future publication [44].
All required Feynman diagrams were generated with QGRAF [49]. Further symbolic
manipulations where performed with the computer algebra system Form [50{53]. The
reduction to Master integrals is performed using the Forcer program [39{41]. Our com-
putation of colour factors relied on the Form package introduced in [54]. The total com-
putation of all required components took approximately two months on a single computer
with 32 cores.
Using the methods described above we have been able to directly compute Zc3; Z
ccg
1 and
Z2 to all powers | and Z3 to leading power | in the gauge-parameter up to ve loops. Use
of the Slavnov-Taylor identities then allows us to reconstruct the entire gauge parameter
dependence of Z3, using the explicitly computed linear dependence as a cross check.
In the following we present analytic results for the 5-loop coecients of the ADs 2,3





















in the Landau gauge (L = 0):






































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































(3)1 = 4CF nf TR+5CAnf TR 
59
8





















































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































These results are valid for any gauge group which is a simple Lie group and are ex-
pressed in terms of Casimirs. The notation for these Casimirs is explained in detail in [54].
For fermions transforming in the fundamental representation and the standard normalisa-
tion of the SU(N) generators, the Casimirs evaluate to
NR = N ;
NA = N






































We remark that in the Landau gauge we have Zccg1 = 1 [55, 56], constituting another
non-trivial cross check of our calculation. Results of all the ADs and RCs valid for arbi-
trary gauges can be found in an ancillary le in computer-readable format with the arxiv


















4.1 Scheme independent propagators
In this section we apply our results to compute the MS-scheme independent gluon, ghost
and fermion propagators to N4LO in perturbative QCD. We thereby extend the N3LO
results which were, for gluon and ghost propagators, presented in [43] to N4LO. Given the
MS-renormalised propagator G(; a()) with renormalisation group equation,
dG(; a)
d log 2
= (a)G(; a) ; (4.1)
one denes the scale invariant quantity G^(; a) such that
G^(; a) = G(; a)=f(a) ;
dG^(; a)
d log 2
= 0 : (4.2)
It follows that the function f(a) satises the dierential equation,
(a) f(a)  (a) a d
da
f(a) = 0 ; (4.3)









Up to an overall exponential factor the function f(a) can be expanded perturbatively as
f(a) = a 0=0

1 + 1 a+
 












  6 31 1 + 11 21 21   6 131 + 41 + 6 21 2 + 12 1 21   14 112






where i = i=0 and i = (i   i0)=0.
We proceed by dening the scale invariant gluon, ghost and massless quark propaga-
tors:








^ 1(q2) = f(a)(1 + e(q2)) ; ^ab = ab q2 ^(q2) ; (4.6)




















where the scalar functions D^(q2), ^(q2) and S^(q2) are related to the 1PI self energies.
We provide the corresponding numeric values for the SU(3) gauge group by replacing
 = 3; 
c
3; 2 respectively in eq. (4.4) and using the four-loop self energy published in [57].
The gluon propagator at dierent number of quark avours is
a
13
22 D^ 1(q2)jnF=0 = 1  2:15952 as   11:6762 a2s   88:8523 a3s   987:996 a4s;
a
1
2 D^ 1(q2)jnF=3 = 1  1:29514 as   5:31783 a2s   34:0328 a3s   287:942 a4s;
a
19
46 D^ 1(q2)jnF=5 = 1  0:617944 as   1:13804 a2s   7:32128 a3s   25:9219 a4s;
a
5








44 ^ 1(q2)jnF=0 = 1  0:680656 as   4:52931 a2s   38:7849 a3s   466:453 a4s;
a
1
4 ^ 1(q2)jnF=3 = 1  0:696181 as   3:28694 a2s   21:2361 a3s   195:589 a4s;
a
27
92 ^ 1(q2)jnF=5 = 1  0:757000 as   2:41477 a2s   10:7375 a3s   70:6130 a4s;
a
9
28 ^ 1(q2)jnF=6 = 1  0:819834 as   1:97443 a2s   5:81361 a3s   23:5339 a4s; (4.8)
and the fermion propagator
S^ 1(q2)jnF=0 = 1 + 0:507576 as + 2:63292 a2s + 27:0067 a3s + 330:042 a4s;
S^ 1(q2)jnF=3 = 1 + 0:509259 as + 2:05204 a2s + 14:8910 a3s + 138:286 a4s;
S^ 1(q2)jnF=5 = 1 + 0:510870 as + 1:65428 a2s + 7:77199 a3s + 51:1008 a4s;
S^ 1(q2)jnF=6 = 1 + 0:511905 as + 1:45060 a2s + 4:49450 a3s + 18:7354 a4s: (4.9)
The perturbative convergence of all three scaleless propagators appears within reason for
low values of nf and shows improvement as nf is increased. This feature will be lost as nf
becomes closer to the value nf  16:5 where a singularity in 10 forces a consequent loss of
perturbativity in that region.
4.2 Anomalous dimension of the operator A2
In Landau gauge the AD of the composite operator A2 is related to the beta function and




=    3 : (4.10)
This result was given at the 4-loop level in [43]. Here, specialising our result to QCD with




























































































































































































In this work we complete the renormalisation of non-abelian gauge theory with nf fermions
in an arbitrary representation to ve-loop order for a generic covariant gauge and an
arbitrary simple gauge group. In particular we have extended the results of [16, 17, 19{
22, 42], which were given in Feynman gauge only, by obtaining the complete dependence on
the gauge-xing parameter. All results are included in the arxiv submission of this paper as
ancillary le in computer-readable format. Furthermore we applied our results to compute
the ve-loop Landau gauge scale-independent gluon, ghost and fermion propagators as well
as the Landau gauge AD of the composite operator A2.
Note added. On the day on which this article was submitted, ref. [32] appeared where
all the anomalous dimensions are computed in expansion around the Feynman gauge  = 0,
including the linear terms. Compared to this work, ref. [32] follows an entirely dierent
approach, involving the calculation of completely massive tadpoles at ve loops. We veried
that our results are in agreement with those reported in ref. [32], which is an important
independent check on the ADs.
By the time this paper was published, we completed the calculation of the quark-
gluon vertex to ve loops with all the powers of . This result was used to re-compute
the renormalisation constant Z  g1 , which was originally derived from Zg, Z3 and Z2 by
applying the Slavnov-Taylor identities in eq. (2.8). The results of the two procedures agree
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